Administrative Approval Form – Course *

Committee on Curriculum - ESF Faculty Governance
Office of Instruction & Graduate Studies

Date: 24 October 2019
Department: FNRM
Course Number: FOR533
Course Title: Natural Resources Managerial Economics
Name of Requestor: John Wagner

Include a copy of the Course Proposal Form showing the updated detailed course description with this form. Show “track changes” in the document. Send the completed documents to Scott Shannon, 227 Bray Hall (sshannon@esf.edu)

Description of the Change:
Modify pre- and co-requisite, and catalog description:

Three hours of lecture per week and a mandatory one-day weekend or two-day overnight weekend field trip. Every natural resources manager must answer the question of how to use economic information to make better business and management decisions daily. Solutions require systematically analyzing economic tools and models to identify alternative means of achieving given objective(s), then selecting the alternative that accomplishes this in the most resource efficient manner. Spring. Required in the Master of Forestry degree program. This is a shared resource course with FOR333. Note: Credit will not be granted for both FOR333 and FOR533. Prerequisite(s): Microeconomics (e.g., FOR207 Introduction to Economics or equivalent); Precalculus or Calculus (e.g., APM105 Survey of Calculus and Its Applications I or equivalent); Principles of Accounting or Finance (pre- or co-requisite; e.g., FOR205 Principles of Accounting or equivalent); or permission of instructor

For CoC and OIGS use Only

☐ Approve
☐ Deny (Explanation if denied): __________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________  ________________ _
S. Scott Shannon       Date
Associate Provost for Instruction
*Form to be used for minor changes only (i.e. name changes, non-curricular changes). Approvals will be posted on CoC website.